ABSTRACT: A compact microwave bandstop filter (BSF) with high rejection is proposed. This filter combines a conventional two-open-stub BSF and an embedded open stub. Simulations show this filter has a wider and a deeper stopband without increasing circuit size, compared with the conventional BSF.
I. INTRODUCTION
Microwave bandstop filters (BSF) are being widely used in telecommunication systems. Various techniques have been developed to design and synthesis BSFs [1] . Conventionally, by cascading more open stubs onto a microstrip, one can obtain wider rejection bandwidth and a deeper rejection. The side effects are the high insertion loss in the passband and increased circuit size [2] [3] . In this paper, a microstrip BSF with two open stubs and an embedded open stub is presented. By inserting an embedded open stub between the two open stubs of a conventional BSF, one can get a BSF with wider rejection bandwidth and deeper rejection without increasing the overall circuit size. The proposed BSF is simulated on Sonnet Suite 14.52.
II. RELATED WORK
A conventional open-stub BSF can be formed by mounting two open stubs onto a microstrip. The length of the two stubs and the separation between the two stubs are a quarter of the wavelength at the midband frequency [2] [3] . Embedded open-circuit stub was proposed by Shaman and Hong to generate a band notch on an ultra wide band bandpass filter [4] . An embedded open stub is realized by etching a U-shaped slot on a microstrip. Main dimensional parameters of an embedded open stub are its length, width, gap, and edge width. The band notch happens when the length of the embedded open stub equals to a quarter of the wavelength. In this paper, the proposed BSF is a combination of a conventional BSF and an embedded open stub. Fig. 2 . The midband frequency is at 4.9 GHz, and the deepest rejection is more than -30 dB. An embedded open stub on the substrate mentioned early is shown in Fig. 3 . The wide of the microstrip line is 1.2 mm. The width of the embedded stub is at 0.6 mm, and the gap is at 0.1 mm, and the width of the edge is at 0.2 mm. This embedded open stub is simulated at selected lengths on Sonnet Suite first, and results are shown in Fig. 4 . The stopband center frequency decreases with embedded stub length, as expected. Secondly, the embedded stub is simulated at selected widths with a fixed length of 6 mm and a fixed gap of 0.1 mm, and simulation results show the stopband gets deeper and wider with larger stub width (Fig. 5) . The stopband center frequency shifts down a little bit with larger embedded stub width. This should be caused by open end effect [5] . Wider stub has stronger open end effect, and hence larger equivalent extended stub length. Thirdly, the embedded open stub is simulated at two gaps with a fixed length of 6 mm and a fixed width of 0.6 mm. The stopband gets wider and deeper with larger gap and narrower edge (Fig. 6) . 
III. FILTER LAYOUTS AND SIMULATION RESULTS

